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Chapterr 3
Photoluminescencee of erbium-doped silicon:
improvementss to the crystal-field theory
3.11 Introduction
Inn order to examine the theory as described in chapter 1, we measured the
photoluminescencee of erbium atoms imbedded in a silicon crystal. Assuming that an erbium
atomm replaces a silicon atom in this lattice, each erbium atom will be surrounded by four
siliconn atoms in a tetrahedral symmetry.
Ass we assumed that each photoluminescence line is caused by a transition from the lowest
sublevell in the 4Ii3/2 multiplet to the ground state, i.e. the 4115/2 multiplet, which is split into
fivefive sublevels, we expected to observe five spectral lines. There appeared, however, at least
eightt lines; we assume that (at least) three of these lines arise from other transitions, for which
onee can consider the following possibilities:
a))

phonon replica lines, occurring when simultaneously with the optical transition one or
moree phonons are emitted, and consequently less energy is available for the photon. A
discussionn on the presence of phonon replica lines in the Si:Er spectrum is given in
Chapterr 2;

b))

anti-Stokes lines, occurring when a phonon is absorbed and more energy is available;

c))

so-called "hot" lines, occurring when the transition does not start from the lowest
sublevell in the 4113/2 multiplet, but from a thermally populated excited sublevel;

d))

non-cubic lines. It is probable that the surrounding of some of the erbium atoms will
nott have cubic symmetry, for instance when a vacancy is located next to an erbium
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atom.. In that case extra lines will be seen, which will be very hard to calculate, as
thesee lines will not always be reproducible among different samples.
Inn the second section of this chapter the transformation of the crystal-field parameters x and W
off the excited level to those of the ground level is discussed.
Thee selection rules for transitions in the level diagram of a centre in T«j symmetry are derived in
sectionn 3.3.
Thee fourth section of this chapter elaborates on the identification of the five "regular" lines
fromfrom among the eight measured ones.
Ass already has been stated by Lea et al. [3.1], the calculations of the crystal-field splitting, as
theyy were given in the previous chapters, are a first approximation only for the real results of
thee splitting, as it is measured with optical fluorescence.
Possiblyy an important correction is connected with the fact that the crystal-field splitting is not
infinitelyy small as compared to the spin-orbit interaction and the electrostatic interaction
betweenn the several atomic electrons. If this is taken into account, L, S and J cease to be good
quantumm numbers. For a correct calculation, one should not calculate the "atomic"
interactionss first, and afterwards correct it with the crystal field, but solve the whole
combinationn of interactions simultaneously.
Wee shall not try to do this, instead we prefer to use second-order perturbation theory. In this
treatmentt the perturbations in the wave functions, caused by admixture of some other wave
functions,, are estimated in first order, and then the change in energy caused by this admixture
(whichh energy change is second order in the amplitude of the crystal field) is found.
Inn all textbooks about quantum mechanics (for example [3.2]) it is derived that this secondorderr correction to the energy El of a state, in zeroth order connected to the wave function \f/t,
iss given by

Aff2,, = Z % ' V

(3-D

Heree the summation extends over all other wave functions y/ , in so far as their energy £, is
differentt from the zeroth-order energy of the original state £, (i.e. they should not be
degeneratedegenerate with the original state before the perturbation).
Itt is, of course, possible that some or many of the matrix elements in question are zero. If the
statee y/t is the ground state, than Ej is always larger then Eh and the correction to the ground
statee energy is always negative or zero. If the matrix element is not zero, generally the wave
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functionss y/ for which the energy difference £, - E} is small will give a higher contribution to
thiss sum than other wave functions. There is, however, a very important exception to this
generall rule: If the wave functions ^ ; and y/}, which are multi-electron functions, both consist
off 4f-states only, their product always has even parity; this means it is unchanged by an
inversionn transformation r => -r. It is possible, however, that the "admixing" wave function
y/jy/j describes, for example, a 4^68 state, in which case the product of both wave functions has
oddd parity (it changes sign on the inversion transformation r => -r). In that case the terms in H
off odd parity, that is especially the third-order term // 3 ) , are not cancelled. Since the thirdorderr term contributes (if it is not cancelled) at least a factor ten more to the crystal-field
splittingg than the fourth- and sixth-order terms, it is possible that these functions of notexclusivelyy 4f-states will give a contribution comparable to or larger than the other terms,
althoughh their energy difference E\ - £j is in most cases considerably higher.
Inn the fifth section of this chapter, the contributions to the second-order perturbation in the
crystal-fieldd splitting of the x\\m level, caused by admixture of the excited states in the 4In/2,
4

In/22 and 4I<>/2 multiplets, are calculated.

Inn the sixth section the consequences of the so far discussed subjects for the most widely
acceptedd model of Tang [3.3] will be discussed.
Inn the last section we will try to estimate the contribution of the (much higher) excited states
off the 4^68 levels from the odd term in the crystal field.

3.22 Transformation of x and W
Thee introduction of the parameters x and W by Lea et al. gives the big advantage that the
relativee splitting of a multiplet level by the crystal field can be given as a function of only one
parameter,, x, which takes only values between -1 and +1, even if the two crystal-field
parameters,, A* and A&, and the proportionality factors /? and yare unknown.
Sometimess it is, however, necessary to compare splittings of different multiplet levels of the
samee atom in the same crystal field with each other. Firstly one may ask whether the transition
fromfrom the lowest sublevel of the excited state to the ground state sublevels is allowed or
forbidden;; this depends on the symmetry of the lowest sub-level, as compared to the symmetry
off the various sublevels of the ground state. Secondly, for second-order perturbation calculations
andd the calculation of the energy of the hot-line, one has to know the splitting of the excited
states.. Unfortunately, in the notation introduced earlier, the values of x and W in the excited
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mukipletss levels are not the same as those in the ground state. The relations between the various
crystal-fieldd parameters are:
BB44=A=A44<r<r
BB66 =

>fi,

(3-2) )

A6<f>y,

(3.3) )

BAF(4)BAF(4) = Wx,

(3.4) )

56F(6)=^(l-|x|). .

(3.5) )

/?andd /are here proportionality constants, which depend, however, on the value of the quantum
numberss J and L of the multiplet level considered; the 'common factor constants' F(4) and F(6)
are,, moreover, defined as dependent on the value of J (see table 1.2).
So,, while the parameters A4 and A(, of the crystal field are independent of the choice of the
multiplett level, the value of the other parameters will depend on J and L. x and W depend on A4
andd Ak following:
AAAA{r{r44_)fiF(A) _)fiF(A)
A,(rA,(r66jyF(6) jyF(6)
AA44(r(r44)j3F(4) )j3F(4)
11 +

WW =

A6{r6)r

4
4(r )fiF{4).

(3.6) )

(3.7) )

Whenn two different multiplet levels are compared, it can be shown that Wand x are transformed
following: :
Cx, Cx,
l-(l-C)*, ,

(3.8) )

X,F,(6) )

(3-9) )

where e
A^(4)/,F.(6) )
A^(4)r 2 F 2 (6) )

CC =
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(3-10) )
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Figuree 3.1 (a) Diagram for J = 13/2, after Lea et al. [3. IJ, (b) diagram after transformation to
fitfit the x and W parameters of J = 15/2.
Itt can be seen that for /I4 = 0 always x = 0, and that for Ae = 0 always x=

, but for crystal field

parameterss in between the values of x and W will differ unless /F(4) and yF(6) both are the same
forr both multiplet levels. Although the transformation of x is not linear, the combined result of
thee transformations of Wand x yields that, when the energy of the spurted level for constant W\
dependss linearly on X\, this remains so after the transformation: the energy for constant W2
dependss also linearly on x2.
Ann example: in the level splitting for J— 13/2, the low-lying T7 and T% levels cross each other at
xx = - 4/7 (in the convention from Lea et al). If we transform this with the above equation to the
x-x-valuesvalues for the J = 15/2 multiplet level, we must use C = 3/8; this yields that we will use x =
-1/33 for the corresponding x value in the ground state.
Whenn several different multiplet levels are now to be compared, the best procedure is to adapt
thee constants F(4) and F(6) in such a way, that x and W remain everywhere the same as in the
groundd state. Suppose we start with the conventional values of F(4) and F(6) in the ground level,
thiss means that for all other levels under consideration we define F2(4) and F2(6) in a different
way: :

F2(4)) =

F,(4)/?, ,

F 2 (6) : :

F,(6)r, ,

(3.11) )
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Forr the 4I multiplet this implies that the four levels should use the tabulated values for the
constantss F2(4) and F2(6), see table 3.1. The schematic presentation of the levels dependent on x
aree given in figure 3.1, for the J = 13/2 first excited state, for positive values of W.
Tablee 3.1 The values for F given by Stevens [3.4] and F2 calculated here.
JJ

F(4) )

F(6) )

F2(4) )

F2(6) )

15/2 2

60 0

13860 0

60 0

13860 0

13/2 2

60 0

7560 0

477 1/7

15840 0

11/2 2

60 0

3780 0

277 207/799

96299 1/19

9/2 2

60 0

2520 0

99 18/119

7555 71/323

3.33 Selection rules
Inn order to know whether a transition Ta => Tb is forbidden it is necessary to evaluate a
sett of matrix elements <ra |K| Tb> coupling states |r a ) and | rb> which are eigenvectors of a
particularr Hamiltonian, and where K is some quantum operator associated with the system. It
iss possible to predict from group theoretical considerations, without doing any explicit
calculations,, that the matrix element < Ta | K | Tb> can only be non-zero if the reduction of
TKK ®r b contains Ta [3.5].
Tablee 3.2 The multiplication table for Td symmetry.

r,, r 2 r3

r4

r5

r6

r2 2 r3 3
n nr3 3

r4 4
r5 5

r5 5
r4 4

r6 6
r7 7
r8 8

r,, +r2 + r3 r 44 + r 5

r44 + r 5

r!! + r 3 + r 4 r2 + r3 + r 4 r6 + r8
++ r5

r7 7
r7 7
r6 6
r8 8

r8 8
r8 8
r66 + r 7 + r8
r7 + rg r66 + r 7 + 2r8

r, ,
r2 2
r3 3
r4 4

+r5

r,, + r 3 + r 4 r 7 + r 8 r6 + r8 r66 + r 7 + 2r8 r 5 5
++ r5

r,, + r4 r2 + r5 r33 + r 4 + r5 r 6 6
r,, + r 4 r 3 + r 4 + r 5 r 7 7
r,, + r 2 + r3 +r 8 8
2r44 + 2r5
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Inn the Td symmetry T5 should be taken for the operator TK and the multiplication table for Td
symmetryy as is discussed in the references [3.5] and [3.6].
Forr the transition Fy => TV, we find Ts ® Tj contains F(, + Tg, so Fj => T7 is forbidden (and T7
^>^> Té and Ti => Tg are permitted). In figure 3.2 the result of this calculation is presented.

3.44 Identification of the "five" lines from among the measured ones
Theree are 8!/(5! x 3!) = 56 ways to select five lines from a set of eight. It will be our
taskk to find a spectrum of 5 lines that can be described with a minimum error by the three
parameterss of the spin-orbit and crystal-field model. Since the speed of computer
calculations,, even using a simple PC, is at the present much higher than in the days Lea et al.
madee their calculations, we could afford to use a more or less "brute force" method to find
thiss solution. The wave number o; of line number / can be expressed as
<j<jxx = a-WEi(x\

(i = l . . . 5 ) .

(3.12)

Heree a is the mean difference of the excited level to the 4Iis/2 ground state, W and x are the
parameterss introduced in chapter 1, and Ej(x) is the splitting of sublevel #/', as calculated by
diagonalisationn of the matrix in chapter 1, (figure 1.13).
Itt appears that three parameters, a, W and x, must be determined. For each choice of five lines,
wee calculated the five values of E,{x) for the 41 different values of x : -1.0, -0.95, -0.9, ... ,
+1.0;; in each case the linear parameters a and W were fitted in a least-squares solution,
meaningg that a and W were chosen in such a way, that the sum s of squared errors e,
55

SiSi = oi-a+W

Et (JC),

s = £ e,2

(3.13)

becomess minimal.
Thiss total procedure must be done twice, first if W is assumed to be positive (the lowest value
off E{x) is connected to the highest o), and a second time were W is assumed negative (the
highestt value of E(x) is connected to the lowest a). We get in total 82x56 values of the sums
off the squares; for each of the "choice of five lines" we choose the lowest value found. One of
thesee values is the lowest of all; if this value is considerably lower than the next-lowest one,
wee have found the good identification. In figure 3.3 the sum of squares is shown as a function
off crystal-field parameter x for the five lines that where chosen in chapter 2 to be the cubic
lines. .
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Thee "chapter 2"
model l

Thee "Tang" model

Figuree 3.2 Energy level diagram of thefield-inducedsplitting of the J = 15/2 ground state and
JJ = 13/2 first excited state of erbium in silicon. Forbidden transitions are from 7 to 7 and
fromfrom 6 to 6. Models of Tang [3.3] and according to chapter 2 are indicated.
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FigureFigure 3.3 Sum of squared errors s, from Eq (3.13), as a function of crystal-field parameter x.
ForFor a particular selection of five luminescence transitions, as given in the text, the best fit, i.e,
thethe smallest value ofs, is found at x = -0.85, and W positive.

3.55 Perturbations of the 4 I, 5 / 2 level due to the 4Ii3/2,4In/2 and 4 I 9/2 multiplet levels
Thee ground state of Er 3+ , the 4l\5a level, has a spin quantum number S = 3/2; since the
crystal-fieldd Hamiltonian contains no spin-dependent terms, we need for the second-order
perturbationn to consider only excited states with also S = 3/2, i.e. quartet states. The lowest
lyingg excited states are the other levels of the same multiplet, the 4 I ]3 /2, 4 In/2 and 4 I 9 C levels;
theirr distances from the ground level are, respectively, about 6485, 10125 and 12345 cm"1.
Unfortunately,, the method of Stevens [3.4], described in the previous chapter, cannot be used
inn the same way to calculate the matrix elements of a sublevel from the ground level with a
sublevell from an excited state, since this method only works if both wave functions have the
samee value of J.
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Wee found, however, a slightly more complicated procedure by which a similar method can be
usedd to compute the needed matrix elements. The essence is that the crystal-field operator is
replacedd by an operator, depending on the components of the operator ^instead of^ and that
thee matrix elements mentioned above always link two wave functions with the same value of
L,L, in the case of a 4I multiplet everywhere 1 = 6.
Inn order to make this calculation possible it is necessary to take one step back in the
evaluationn of the multi-electron wave functions, and express the wave functions

\J, M>,

describedd completely by the quantum numbers J, M, L and 5, into linear combinations of the
"parental"" wave functions \ML, Ms>, described completely by the quantum numbers L, ML, S
andd Ms. [ Here the quantum number M = Mj is the same as J:, ML is the same as L:, and Ms
ass S-; always is M = ML + Ms. ]
Fortunately,, the equations connected with the addition of the two angular moments, in this
casee L and S, have already been solved many years ago [3.7, 3.8], the coefficients needed in
thee linear relation mentioned above are known as the Wigner coefficients, they are also called
Clebsch-Gordann coefficients or vector-coupling coefficients :

W(L,SW(L,S11JJ11M)M) = 1ZCLM.UtjitMs.rIMVfiLtS,MLMs).

(3.1

H e r ee CL KI_M s Kl .j M are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, which are rather complicated
algebraicc numbers; in fact they are all square roots of rational numbers. Generally they are
givenn by a recursion relation [3.7], but it is also possible to find a (complicated) closed
algebraicc expression [3.9]:

^^ J.,M,J,M2J.M

== M

xx

y.-V

V ((_

—

x

-M,)!(./, -A/ 2 )!(./, +J2 -J)l
I (2J + VKJ + M)lV-M)KJi
\\ (J, + M,)!(J2 + M2)!(J + J,-J2)!(J -J}+J2)!(J + J{+J2+1)!

tfJ+Ji+Mi+i

(J]+Ml+i)l(J-M

+ J2+M2-i)\

K

(315)

^

Itt is understood that the following conditions must hold for the six arguments of this
expression:: each of the three pairs of numbers, (J^ M\\ (J2, M{) and {J, M), consists either of
twoo integers or of two half-integers (a half-integer is an odd multiple of 1/2). Either all three
pairss are integers, or two pairs are half-integers and the third one integers.
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Furtherr should M, + M2 = M, J, ï 0, J2 2 0, J Ï 0, |M,| < J,, |A/2| * ^2, |Af| ^ V, and further
thee "triangle inequality" \J\ - J 2 | < J < (J\ + Ji) must hold. The summation index / takes all
integerr values for which the arguments of the factorials in the sum are non-negative; this
meanss all integers /" for which /' ^ 0, i > J - M - J2 + A/2, i < J- M, and i < J\ - M\.
Ass an example, we will in the following illustrate the second-order perturbation of one of the
crystal-fieldd splitted states of the 4Ii5/2 multiplet, the T6 level, due to perturbation by the
excitedd states in the 4l\m multiplet. The procedure is now first to decompose the F 6 state into
\J,\J, M> states:

| jj = 15/2,r 6 )=

2 > M | J = 15/2,M)

(3.16)

.V/=-l5/2 2

Thee coefficients ÜM describe the eigenvector of the matrix which has been diagonalised, as
describedd in chapter 1 (for one of the degenerate r$ states, au is only different from zero for
M=M= 15/2, 7/2, -1/2 or -9/2).
Thee second step is that the \J, M> states are decomposed into \ML, Ms> states (in this case all
withh L = 6, S= 3/2), using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, following equation (3.15).
Onee of the matrix elements needed in equation (3.1) now becomes:
(j rr = 13/2,A/1|//'|./ = 15/2,r 6 ) =
(3.17) )
6JW ! -M I ,3/2,M,;I3/2,M 1 1
15/2 2

2X,Q>,-M,,3/2,A/ SS ;15I2M{M\
VV

~ MS'

M

S \ H'\M

JW=-15/2

~ MS » MS )
/

Duee to the properties of the crystal-field operator H, this matrix element differs only from
zeroo if the difference between M and M\ is 0 or

; further aM only has a non-zero value for

fourr values of M, so most of the matrix elements above are zero.
Too calculate the second-order perturbation of the energy of the \J= 15/2, Te> state, all matrix
elementss for all different values of M\ must be squared and added together, the sum must be
dividedd by the energy difference between the 4Iis/2 ground state and the *\\in excited state, as
givenn in equation (3.1). (In this approximation, the crystal-field splitting of the excited state is
neglected;; this would give a third-order effect.) The matrix element in the right side of
equationn (3.17) can be calculated by Stevens' method, applied on the vector L with
componentss Mi instead of J and M, as was illustrated before.
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Theree still remains one difficulty: we do not know the constant of proportionality which is
inherentt in Stevens' method, and which will be different for J = 15/2 (which unknown
constantt is incorporated in the crystal field coefficients £4 and b(>) compared to its value for L
== 6.
Wee solved this not from first principles, but in a much easier way: we calculated the matrix
elementelement between two states with same value of J = 15/2 in two ways, in the direct way which
wass described in the previous chapter, and in the more complicated way described above, by
decomposingg both functions into \ML, M$> functions.
Thee results consistently showed a constant ratio, from which the quotient of both
proportionalityy factors (this is the only number of interest to us) can be found, both for the
constantt J3 related to the fourth-order terms and the constant y related to the sixth-order
terms: :

Pd Pd== 6) 91 91
) 33
33
P(JP(J 15/215/2
=
(3.18) )
r(L r(L== 6) 65 65
12 12
)
y(y( J--15/2--15/2
=
Usingg formulae analogous to equation (1.21), where J should be replaced by L and M should
bee replaced by ML, and introducing the rational fractions given above, we can now calculate
thee matrix elements <Mi, Ms | H J M\, Ms > in the right part of equation (3.17). Since the
coefficientss a\\ are known from the diagonalisation procedure, and the Clebsch—Gordan
coefficientss are also known, the matrix element in the left side of (3.17) can be computed. The
second-orderr contribution to the energy levels is now given by equation (3.1).

3.66 The Tang model

Thee "classical" measurements of photoluminescence wavenumbers in erbium-doped
siliconn are those of Tang et al. [3.3], who reported five lines at energies of 6504, 6426.6,
6349.2,, 6259.6 and 6097.5 cm 1 , which they identified with the five lines calculated for a
cubicc crystal field (see chapter 1).
Laterr measurements of Prrybylinska et al [3.10] showed, however, an abundance of lines (a
totall of 103 lines, some of which occurred in only one of the four different samples), and there
aree different interpretations possible as to which of these lines are the real cubic lines. All
otherr lines are thought to be derived from an erbium atom on a non-cubic site, and/or other
imperfections.. If we limit ourselves in first instance to the six strong lines measured in
56 6

Tablee 3.3 Energies, in cnf', of the crystal-field levels in the ground state J = 15/2 of erbium
inin silicon as a function ofx for W ~ 1. First-order energies are c\, the corrections calculated
byby second-order perturbation theory are given as ci. The energy splitting between the J =
15/215/2 andJ= 13/2 was taken equal to 6485 cnf'.
XX

r7 7

r6 6
C\ C\

c2

2

C\ C\

r8 8

r8 8
Cl Cl

C\ C\

Cl Cl

Cl l

r8 8
Cl Cl

Cl l

Cl Cl

-1.0 0-294.0 0-0.28 8 26.0 0 -7.96 6 -266.37 7 -0.59 9 141.46 6 ^ . 4 0 0 258.90 0-1.49 9
-0.9 9-268.6 6-0.55 5 -7.8 8 -7.00 0 -233.28 8 -1.15 5 134.32 2 -2.82 2 237.15 5 -1.06 6
-0.8 8-243.2 2-0.90 0 -41.6 6 -6.16 6 -203.25 5 -1.87 7 129.77 7 -1.54 4 215.88 8-0.70 0
-0.7 7-217.8 8-1.35 5 -75.4 4 -5.45 5 -177.39 9 -2.68 8 128.83 3 -0.61 1 195.16 6-0.41 1
-0.6 6-192.4 4-1.88 8 -109.2 2 ^1.85 5 -156.95 5 -3.50 0 132.62 2 -0.11 1 175.14 4-0.22 2
-0.5 5-167.0 0-2.51 1 -143.0 0 ^.38 8 -143.00 0 -4.23 3 141.00 0 -0.16 6 157.00 0-0.12 2
-0.4 4-141.6 6-3.22 2 -176.8 8 -4.03 3 -135.96 6 -4.78 8 134.12 2 -0.34 4 161.04 4-0.57 7
-0.3 3-116.2 2^.02 2 -210.6 6 -3.80 0 -135.42 2 -5.21 1 116.27 7 -0.60 0 182.55 5-1.61 1
-0.2 2 -90.8 8 -4.91 1 -244.4 4 -3.68 8 -140.36 6 -5.58 8 98.40 0 -1.09 9 209.56 6-3.01 1
-0.1 1 -65.4 4 -5.89 9 -278.2 2 -3.69 9 -149.62 2 -5.96 6 80.96 6 -1.82 2 240.46 6-^.68 8

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0-40.0 0 -6.96
1 -6.6 6 -5.39
2 26.8 8 -4.02
3 60.2 2 -2.85
4 93.6 6 -1.88
5 127.0 0 -1.11
6 160.4 4 -0.55
7 193.8 8 -0.18
8227.2 2 -0.01
9260.6 6 -0.04
0294.0 0 -0.28

6 -312.0 0 -3.83 3 -162.17 7 -6.40 0 63.99 9 -2.82 2 274.18 8-6.56 6
9 -283.4 4 -2.66 6 -145.03 3 -4.51 1 34.74 4 -2.86 6 255.30 0-5.86 6
2 -254.8 8 -1.85 5 -131.41 1 -3.02 2 6.32 2 -2.98 8 239.08 8-5.04 4
5 -266.2 2 -1.39 9 -122.82 2 -1.89 9 -20.48 8 -3.21 1 226.30 0-AA0 -AA0
8 -197.6 6 -1.27 7 -121.61 1 -1.12 2 ^4.15 5 -3.56 6 217.76 6-3.07 7
1 -169.0 0 -1.51 1 -130.35 5 -0.75 5 -62.81 1 -3.87 7 214.16 6-2.01 1
5 -140.4 4 -2.10 0 -148.76 6 -0.80 0 -77.05 5 ^1.02 2 215.82 2-1.06 6
8 -111.8 8 -3.04 4 -173.19 9 -1.00 0 -90.35 5 -4.13 3 222.54 4-0.36 6
1 -83.2 2 -4.33 3 -200.56 6 -1.19 9 -105.18 8 -4.25 5 233.74 4-0.02 2
4 -54.6 6 -5.97 7 -229.35 5 -1.35 5 -122.26 6 ^1.35 5 248.62 2-0.09 9
8 -26.0 0 -7.96 6 -258.90 0 -1.49 9 -141.46 6 ^.40 0 266.37 7-0.59 9

presumablyy the purest sample of FZ silicon #0: 6506.4, #1: 6504.8, #2: 6498.0, #3: 6426.0,
#4:: 6348 and #5: 6256 cm"'(printed bold in the table in [3.10]), and fit the four transitions
withh highest energy of the five cubic lines to four of these six lines (this is the same procedure
ass followed by Przybylinska et al.), we get the fits as summarised in Table 3.4.
Thee fit in the second row is that of Przybylinska et al., and also the same as the original
identificationn of Tang et al. If line #1 is, however, exchanged for the nearby lying line #0, the
fitt improves, see the first row of the table. However, in the previous section we showed that
onee of the lines could be "forbidden"; in this case line #1 or #0 is forbidden, while it is
observedd as the strongest line of the spectrum. The fifth line (not forbidden) is in this case
calculatedd at 6128 cm- , and no line is observed there.
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Figuree 3.4 Diagram of levels of the J = 15/2 ground state of Er in Si for crystal-field
parametersparameters x and W = 1. Solid curves represent first-order calculations, dashed curves
includeinclude second-order interactions with the first excited state, J = 13/2.
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Thee fit of the third row, however, is nearly as good as the previous ones, while it has no
forbiddenn line, and the fifth line is now calculated at 6342 cm"1, which is very near to an
observedd line at 6343 cm-1.
Ourr conclusion is, therefore, that it will be very difficult to make a unique identification of the
fivefive cubic lines from the data of Przybylinska et al unless more information should become
available. .
Ourr identification is shown in the last row of the table, and it gives a fit which is at least as
goodd as those of Przybylinska et al. and has no forbidden lines, with the additional advantage
thatt the fit improves considerably when the correction for the second-order perturbation (as
describedd in section 3.5) is applied.
Tablee 3.4 Some of the possible identifications of the five lines of a cubic defect. The
characterscharacters in the last row are described in chapter 2, table 2.3.
Liness #

Calculatedd fifth Firstt order
linee in cm

-1

XX

WW

Secondd order
55

XX
2

WW
1

ss

(cm"') ) (cm" ) )

(cm" ) )

(cm"2) )

33 44

5 5 6128 8

0.34 4

0.87 7

0.035 5 0.34 4

0.87 7

0.2183 3

11 33 44

5 5 6129 9

0.35 5

0.87 7

0.3409 9 0.34 4

0.87 7

1.2440 0

00

11 22

4 4 6342 2

0.53 3

-0.46 6

2.3350 0 0.53 3

-0.46 6

1.4025 5

00

11 22

3 3 6422 2

-0.44 4 0.26 6

4.6268 8 -0.45 5 0.26 6

5.0511 1

-0.848 8 1.087 7

5.405 5 -0.859 9 1.081 1

1.089 9

00

A,0 0 B B H,5 5 K K M M

3.77 Perturbations of the 4f": 4I15/2 multiplet due to the 4f10 6s level
Thee three excited levels considered in the previous section are of course only a small
fractionn of all excited levels which contribute to the second-order perturbation. Since these
levelss are relatively close to the ground level, and are not excluded for symmetry reasons, we
expectt that these will contribute the main part of the total perturbation.
Theree is, however, one possibility that much higher excited levels can cause a considerable
perturbation.. This is due to the term in the crystal field of the third degree, mentioned in
chapterr 1.
Thiss term is absent in a crystal field with inversion symmetry, e.g. a real cubic field which is
causedd by a surrounding of 6 oxygen atoms, but not in a field with tetrahedral symmetry Td,
ass caused by a surrounding of 4 silicon atoms.
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Inn that case the (odd) third-degree term A3 gives no contribution to the matrix element
betweenn two 4f3 states, which are of odd parity, but it can have a large effect in a matrix
elementt between a 4f3 state of odd parity and a 4f26s state of even parity, since the crystal
fieldd term with A3 is much larger than the terms with A4 and A(,. Even when the energy
differencee is about a factor 10 larger than in the case of the other 4I levels, the influence may
bee comparable, since A3 can easily be more than a factor 10 larger than A\ and A^ and the
perturbationn is proportional to the square of A3, divided by the energy difference.
Wee tried to calculate this effect. It appeared necessary to decompose the wave functions in
questionquestion into sums of product of three atomic wave functions, which is a fairly elaborate
computation.. First the wave function of, for instance, the T6 level of the crystal-field splitted
statee is given as a sum of multiplet levels:
II T6> = 0.5818 |15/2, 15/2> + 0.3307 |15/2, 7/2> + 0.7182 j 15/2, -l/2> + 0.1910 115/2, -9/2>,
wheree the multiplet levels are designated by the value of J (always 15/2) and M Each of these
multiplett levels is now decomposed into wave functions with L, Mi, S and Ms as quantum
numbers,, using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, exactly like the procedure described in the
previouss section.
Finally,, these wave functions must be decomposed into sums of products of one-electron
functions.. This involves the Clebsch-Gordan transformation twice, with, if necessary, an
antisymmetrisationn (by combining all terms in which the three one-electron states are
permutationss of each other, even permutations with the plus sign, and odd permutations with
thee minus sign) and a renormalisation (making the sum of the squares of the numerical
coefficientss equal to one by multiplying all coefficients with a common factor).
Itt is a fortunate accident that nearly all of the matrix elements of the A3 term between these
productss of three one-electron functions are zero, and the remainder is equal to +1 or - 1 , if
onlyy the angular part of the wave functions is considered. Afterwards these results must be
multipliedd with the integral over the radial part of the functions, but this gives only a constant
factor.. This is so since the third-degree term in the crystal field:
AA33(r)(r) r3 (iT32 (0,<P) - iY3~2 (0,<p))

(3.19)

hass the same angular dependence as the difference of the atomic wave functions for single 4f
electronss with m = +2 and m = -2. Due to the properties of spherical harmonic functions (see
chapterr 1) the matrix elements mentioned above reduce to

<< 4f, m, I <4f, m2 I <4f, 2 | j/^yfl
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Yi*2 14f, /n,> 14f, m2) | 6s,0) =

1.

(3.20)

Alll other matrix elements (e.g. if the first or the second electron have not identical values of
m,, or if the value of m of the third 4f electron is not equal to

) are zero.

Noww the perturbation is solved, up to the determination of the common factor K, which
dependss on the overlap of the radial parts of the 4f and 6s-wave functions, on the value of A3,
andd on the energy difference between the ground state and the 4? 6s states.
Sincee there are large uncertainties in these quantities, the best procedure would be to
determinee K experimentally, that means searching which value of K gives the least deviations
betweenn experimentally determined lines and calculated lines, as shown in table 3.5 for the
"chapterr 2 model".
Thee lowest value of the sum of the squares of the deviations occurs at K = -27 cm" , in that
casee s = 0.94 cm-2. This is not realistic, since K cannot be negative and the decrease of s from
itss value at K = 0 is statistically not significant.
Thee only conclusion that can be drawn from the above data is that one can be fairly sure that 0
<< K < 50, and that inclusion of this effect does not improve the fitting of the lines.
Tablee 3.5 The values of the different fittings for the "chapter 2 model".
ll

55 (cm 2)

W(cm~W(cm~X)X)
tf(cnf') tf(cnf')
--

1.087 7

-0.848 8

5.4 4

Withh second-order corr. I levels

--

1.081 1

-0.859 9

1.1 1

Alsoo with 4^65 correction

10 0

1.065 5

-0.867 7

1.2 2

idem m

20 0

1.050 0

-0.875 5

1.4 4

idem m

30 0

1.036 6

-0.883 3

1.6 6

idem m

40 0

1.022 2

-0.890 0

1.9 9

idem m

50 0

1.008 8

-0.898 8

2.2 2

Withoutt second-order correction
4

AA rough estimation of the value of AT can be made if we assume that A3 is caused by four
unscreenedd electrical charges of magnitude %e on a distance of 2.35 A, that the overlap
integrall of 4f and 6s electrons is about 0.05 as can be estimated from figure 1.1, and that the
distancee between the 4 f 6s levels and the ground level is about 120000 cm- [3.11].
Thiss yields that, as order of magnitude, K * 0.6 cm"1, meaning that this contribution is in
practicee negligible, as was seen above.
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